CABINET WIRING SYSTEMS

CADCABEL WIRE PICKER
The easiest, quickest and most economical solution to
determine wire lengths in control cabinet wiring.
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Wire Picker by CadCabel isn’t only optimal for the smallest of series
starting from a count of two, but also for larger series / variants,
Wire Picker can be optimally implemented in connection with our
variant generator.
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Wiring System
Wire Picker
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The first step is that a customer orders a wiring bundle with
standard lengths, whereas each wrap-around label includes

Overlength wires with wrap-around labels and barcode.

a bar code printed on the B-side. Wiring bundle is installed
in the first control cabinet.
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During wiring, excess lengths are cut off, then scanned
and measured within the WirePicker. With those types
of incurred data, the wiring and production data can
be corrected.

Fully automated application of wrap-around labels on wires
from 0.5 mm2 – 6 mm2 on our production lines. The available

Even for large lists / wire bundles, of for example

capacity currently lies at 8 million wires per annum.

1000 wires and more, the truly required wiring lengths
can be determined within a short period.
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Each additional wire bundle is manufactured at the exact
wiring lengths required.

It doesn’t get any easier!

Change Management

The machine-readable code, found on the wrap-around label,
is diversely implementable for production control. Complete
wrap-around labeling of a wire on both the A- and B-sides is

Changes in series or variations can be established in either

possible.

our software Bundlecalc© or determined in fine-tuning via our
variant generator.
Any unidentified wire is then manufactured in excess length
and tagged with a wrap-around label and a barcode.
The new wiring concept is especially developed for the manufacture of machinery, high- and medium voltage installations
and similar types of industries.

Our software programs “Bundlecalc” and “Varianto” currently
offer possibilities for variant- and revision-management.

